
Macanri Restrictor Fitting Guide 

Pre-Cut Bar Length 

 

 

1. Insert the 2 prong key into the loose red plug and place the red plug above the knuckle of 

the friction stay, then turn it with the key anticlockwise (in the direction of the arrow) to 

secure it in the channel of the friction stay.  Ensure that when turned into position that the 

gap on the underside of the red plug is facing downward and ready to meet the bar. 

2. Open the window to the desired restriction (and ensuring the red plug is above the knuckle 

of the friction stay), push the bar to the underside of the red plug and pull the window 

slightly until the bar passes the knuckle and sits in place. 

3. Finally insert the key into the red plug that’s attached to the bar and twist it anticlockwise to 

lock it into place. 

4. Repeat steps 1-3 on the opposite friction stay if a restrictor is required on both sides of the 

sash. 

 

 

 

 

Removal Instructions 

 

1. Pull the window inwards slightly. 

2. Insert the 2 prong key into the red plug, then turn it clockwise so that its wings are freed 

from the channel of the friction stay. 

3. Free the bar from the friction stay channel with the key inserted. 

(A magnet is attached to the back end of the key to assist the removal of the bar if required) 

 

 

  



Macanri Restrictor Fitting Guide 

Standard Bar Length 

 

 

1. Insert the 2 prong key into the loose red plug and place the red plug above the knuckle of 

the friction stay, then turn it with the key anticlockwise (in the direction of the arrow) to 

secure it in the channel of the friction stay.  Ensure that when turned into position that the 

gap on the underside of the red plug is facing downward and ready to meet the bar. 

2. Open the window to the desired restriction (and ensuring the red plug is above the knuckle 

of the friction stay), push the bar to the underside of the red plug as far as it can go.  Mark 

the bar just above the knuckle to suit your desired restriction, then release the bar and 

measure the length “X”. Measure “X” from the opposite end of the bar and cut the bar at 

this point. (For example if “X” measures 98mm, measure 98mm from the red plug end of the 

bar and cut the bar). 

 

3. Pull the window in slightly, insert the cut bar into the underside of the red plug until the bar 

passes the knuckle and sits in place. 

4. Finally insert the key into the red plug that’s attached to the bar and twist it anticlockwise to 

lock it into place. 

5. Repeat steps 1-3 on the opposite friction stay if a restrictor is required on both sides of the 

sash. 

 

 


